Privacy Films

Windows provide a welcome source of light and a view of the outside world, but sometimes it is necessary to block the view from the outside in. With window film supplied and installed by The Window Film Company UK Ltd, this can be achieved in a number of ways.

One way (daytime) privacy

Privacy films come in a range of finishes, but choosing a reflective film allows one way, daytime privacy. The film works by appearing reflective on the brightest side of the glazing, meaning vision through the glass from outside is obscured during daylight hours.

The film allows vision from the other side of the glass, ensuring that from inside, your view is maintained.

Two way privacy

On occasion, 24 hour privacy is required. This can be achieved by applying a frosted film to glazing. In giving your windows a sandblasted etched glass appearance, vision will be obscured both ways, whilst natural light is allowed to pass through, ensuring privacy without sacrificing light.

Other two ay privacy options are available, including coloured vinyls and blackout films. Privacy films can also be used in conjunction with safety and security films for an added layer of practicality.

These films can also be designed and printed to feature images, logos or other branding elements, to ensure the most stylish and practical solution possible.

For details on our full range of privacy films, contact us today.